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Wondering if general bias towards peer reviewed journal
articles, especially carving up PhD studies into articles
hampers academic discourse, & critical evaluation of
research. If I should have my own thesis be published as
something like a peer reviewed monograph?

It is general bias against "grey" research, like ignoring conference papers etc. Why I

am reflecting upon this?

Well, PDA as per usual, how general ignoring of Newson's work & views on PDA in

PDA discourse. Aspects of O'Nions PhD thesis literally make a mockery of the

axiology (PDA is a form of autism), & certain studies methodology.

I contextualise assumptions which underpin "PDA Profile of ASD" from Newson's

work, with Newson's work, including "grey" literature in the video below: 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/GSIdMzDMC-w

I am clear it is simply nonsense to view PDA is a form of autism based on Newson's

PDA research, as she went out for to ensure PDA could not be viewed as an ASD, both

in her axiology & methodology used.
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If you want an example of how selective "PDA Profile of ASD" supporters are in

making the argument for PDA being a "Profile of ASD", look at this research report by

the PDA Society, pretending to be clinical guidance. 

https://www.pdasociety.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Identifying-

Assessing-a-PDA-profile-Practice-Guidance.pdf

Image from page 3, showing that Newson stated PDA was a part of the Pervasive

Developmental Disorders grouping.

Problem is that Newson never viewed PDA to be part of the autism spectrum. Never

based it on understandings of autism. Excluded cases who showed signs of autism.

Created her diagnostic grouping before she reified PDA's behaviour profile. She used

this at least from 1986-1996.

https://www.pdasociety.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Identifying-Assessing-a-PDA-profile-Practice-Guidance.pdf
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Newson collected the majority of her cases while using this axiology of her made up

diagnostic grouping.  

Data is from Newson 1996, & Newson et al 2003.

There are other issues, like Newson's conceptualisation of Pervasive Developmental

Disorders does not conform with accepted versions of the diagnostic grouping, such

as used in DSM-5, e.g., there are no Rett's Syndrome etc, while having PDA & Specific

Language Impairment present.
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Obviously, if you are generating significant income from "PDA Profile of ASD" related

activities, then you have motivations to ignore anything inconvenient like Newson's

views & PDA research. Guess what, most of those behind that PDA Society research

are in private practice.

There is form for this from those who are significantly responsible for pushing PDA,

they are the ones who have largely studied PDA to date, generally they do not

consider alternate views. 

See highlighted text from lay abstract of PDA systematic review.

Why would they consider alternative explanations? They have decided they know

what PDA is, & they know better than other topic experts.
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"Equally contributors have noted that, with increased awareness, there has been

some over-identification by other practitioners. " PDA Society 2022 p1. 

Which is a rather bold &/ or misleading claim by those behind the report.

"Clinical practice has shown that in some cases with high EDA-Q scores the marked

demand avoidance can be better explained by other underlying reasons and not a

PDA profile" PDA Society 2022 p17. 

Another bold &/ or misleading claim.
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At least since 2016 "PDA Profile of ASD" supporters have assumed they know better

than others. See this paragraph from O'Nions et al 2016b, p418. 

Get an unbiased & accurate image of PDA as an autism subgroup. Despite PDA's

nature being highly contested in PDA literature in 2015.

I track the PDA debate over time in this conference talk, so it is clear, there is

substantial amount of academic debate over what PDA was in 2015, when O'Nions et

al (2016a) was published. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/356109997_Demand-

Avoidance_Phenomena_Pathological_Extreme_Demand_Avoidance_It's_four_sch

ools_of_thought_and_how_you_may_conceptualise_it
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Tells us that much PDA research, & efforts to get PDA recognised as a "Profile of

ASD" are unscientific & unethical. Especially as reputable independent parties have

equally respected divergent views on PDA, & not assumed PDA as an ASD.

@NICEComms @BPSOfficial @rcpsych @ArvidNK

To be clear O'Nions et al (2016a) did view PDA as an autism subgroup. 

Image is from p410 & 416.  

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s00787-015-0740-2.pdf

This has taken me onto something which has been nagging me most of today. How

the axiom PDA is a part of the autism spectrum, actually decreases the quality of

O'Nions PhD studies.
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Did O'Nions view PDA to be part of the autism spectrum in 2013? Yes.  

"A further source of contention is whether it is etiologically and cognitively ‘distinct’

from ASD as we know it" P81. 

Note, how it is implied that ASD will evolve to include PDA. 

Images from pages 81, 86.

It also seems reasonable to point out hypocrisy of stating PDA should be viewed as an

ASD, as diagnoses are made on a behavioural level. If cognitive reasons behind the

behaviours are different to autism, PDA logically cannot be an ASD!

It is rather hypocritical in the context, in how Christie consistently argues for

avoiding debates over what PDA is, & we should maintain the integrity over how PDA

is understood, while pro "PDA Profile of ASD" supporters are happy to undermine

integrity of autism!

Image from p6 of Christie 2007, where argues against debating what PDA is.
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Slide 62 from a 2016 conference talk of Christie's. Link to slides. 

https://www.dp.dk/decentrale-enheder/dansk-psykolog-forenings-selskab-for-

borneneuropsykologi/wp-content/uploads/sites/29/2016/04/Towards-an-

Understanding...Denmark-Nov-2016.pdf 

He has argued this in his more recent conference talks. One can view this ideology in

the 2022 PDA Society research report, which Christie contributed towards.

As I argue here, such an approach is unethical & unscientific, as researchers,

including clinicians taking part in studies should not be favouring any one outlook of

what PDA is over another. 

(PDF) Commentary: Demand Avoidance Phenomena, a manifold issue…
PDF | Demand Avoidance Phenomena (DAP) is a neutral term for Pathological
Demand Avoidance, which is sometimes conceptualised as an autism subtype.... |
Find, read and cite all the research you need …

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338650142_Commentary_Demand_Avoidan…
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338650142_Commentary_Demand_Avoidance_Phenomena_a_manifold_issue_Intolerance_of_uncertainty_and_anxiety_as_explanatory_frameworks_for_extreme_demand_avoidance_in_children_and_adolescents_-_a_commentary_on_Stuar


Again it is worth stating that reputable independent bodies who are not invested in

"PDA Profile of ASD", have all equally respected divergent views on PDA, including

@NICEComms @BPSOfficial @rcpsych @ArvidNK. Suggesting problem is with

"PDA Profile of ASD" supporters...

Image from p2 of PDA Society 2022 showing Christie contributed to that research

report, which pretends to be clinical guidelines on PDA.
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Worth mentioning the contributing factors for there being a "bubble"/ "culture-

bound concept" for "PDA Profile of ASD". First two images show themes of about 70

contributing factors. Final 2 images show table of contributing factors. Note how

debate is being manipulated.

I am going to give three examples of how the axiom PDA is a form of autism in

O'Nions thesis undermines the quality of the PhD studies.

First one is assuming PDA is a form of autism & how PDA only presents in autistic

persons, for group allocation in EDA-Q validation study (chapter 7). See the diagram

from p123
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I have discussed the issues with this approach in this blog post. 

PDA BEHAVIOUR INTENSITY AND PREVALANCE AT DIFFERENT THR…
PDA BEHAVIOUR INTENSITY AND PREVALANCE AT DIFFERENT
THRESHOLDS. NOTES ON WRITING THIS BLOG POST. This blog post has
been written over a course of the last few of months. It particular in the last s…

https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/04/25/pda-behaviour-intensity-and-prevala…

Screenshots of several paragraphs setting out the case it is reasonable to assume

there are non-autistic CYP in the two PDA groups.

Despite this there are good reasons from O'Nions thesis, it was a stupid idea assume

CYP with PDA are autistic. We know this as there are non-autistic CYP with PDA in

two other studies in the thesis. Also O'Nions did not trust PDA diagnoses for study in

Chapter 8.

https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/04/25/pda-behaviour-intensity-and-prevalance-at-different-thresholds/
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Chapter 5 cohort had one CYP with attachment disorder & only scored ONE on

ADOS. There are at least three non-autistic CYP diagnosed with PDA in Chapter 8

cohort.

O'Nions thesis makes it clear that those with PDA can interact atypically with tools

(including ADOS) which assess for autism features/ autistic traits. 

Images should have page numbers on them.
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Image from chapter 8 points out there is no validated ADOS algorithm for PDA, nor

is there one designed to assess PDA features. ADOS2 is not designed to assess PDA

features, I know this as the publisher told me.

O'Nions also created her ADOS items to assess for PDA & algorithm, which I will

discuss later. 

Curious thing is that these points of O'Nions research are not discussed in Eaton &

Weaver ADOS PDA research, despite authors being in contact with O'Nions.

Image showing that Eaton & Weaver were in contact with O'Nions, see their

acknowledgements.

It is worth mentioning that due to the apparent pattern of ignoring most things

inconvenient by "PDA Profile of ASD" supporters...
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Back to the point that O'Nions did not trust PDA diagnoses in chapter 8.

So O'Nions thesis has multiple examples of PDA interacting with autism/ autistic

traits tools. Multiple non-autistic CYP in multiple studies. Did not trust PDA

diagnoses in Chapter. Why then view PDA as a form of autism in group creation in

chapter 7?

Because O'Nions has an axiom PDA is a form of autism. Also presumably their

supervisors @HappeLab & Essi Viding, O'Nions herself & examiners missed these

points? 

Either way, it does seem a silly idea to view CYP with PDA as autistic in Chapter 7,

based on info present in thesis.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FM9GRDVXsAYPuTO.png
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It also explains why EDA-Q detects PDA in non-autistic CYP, because PDA groups in

the study (Chapter 7) contains some non-autistic CYP with PDA in them. Hence

O'Nions also validated EDA-Q to detect PDA in non-autistic CYP with PDA.

There are other limitations from Chapter 7 (validating the EDA-Q) due to assuming

PDA is a form of autism. So apparently 2 Newson's PDA traits did not cluster, Passive

Early History & Comfortable in roleplay & pretend.

EDA-Q items were rated by autism specialist clinicians. Located PDA features to

deficits within the person.

There are something things to comment upon these EDA-Q results with these 2 traits

not clustering.

First point, Newson conceptualised PDA to have developmental features, despite this

she did NOT require ALL her features to be present for a person to receive a PDA dx.

Also, Newson acknowledged persons can transition into PDA, i.e., PDA does not need

to be from early infancy.

So one needs to be aware of Newson's bias when engaging with her PDA traits, that

some features might be present due to Newson's bias. E.g., panic attacks being caused

by deficits in social identity/ pride/ shame; when panic attacks are not caused by

such deficits.
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"Clearly no child will show all the behavioural examples listed, any more than all

autistic children show the whole repertoire of autistic behaviours; but every child

with clear-cut PDA will manifest the overall complex pattern, not merely one or two

features."

That is from Newson et al (2003) supplementary notes. We also know that Newson

gave percentages for various features, few, if any are 100% across her entire cohort.

Image from p596 showing about 60% of Newson's cohort had panic attacks & she

attributed to trait with deficits in social identity/ pride/ shame.

Image from p598 showing that persons can transition into PDA. Worth mentioning

PDA's Developmental features are generic in nature, so it is possible Newson

attributed them to PDA due to confirmation bias.

Under transactional models/ accounts of PDA, persons can transition into PDA

throughout lifespan. So it makes sense that Passive Early history trait might not

cluster with core PDA traits.
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However, if one views comfortable in roleplay & pretense features in PDA as being a

form of dissociation/ escape from distress/ anxiety from demands, one would expect

this trait to cluster with other demand-avoidance traits.

One would definitely expect comfortable in roleplay & pretense features to cluster

with other demand-avoidance traits under a transactional model/ approach to PDA.

While EDA-Q routes such features to intrinsic deficits within the person, not

transactional with environment.

It is possible that this aspect of the results from Chapter 7/ EDA-Q validation study is

due to axiom of O'Nions PDA is a form of autism.

Why am I am talking about PDA traits clustering, or not clustering together based on

EDA-Q? 

Also because this information should have informed O'Nions methodology for

Chapter 8 study, particularly her algorithm for creating her PDA group.

As stated previously O'Nions created her own algorithm for identifying PDA,

including ADOS features. 

There is only one reason why you create ADOS features & algorithm for identifying

PDA, if you want PDA to be diagnosed as a form of autism! Slight tangent.

Images show that O'Nions developed own algorithm to identify PDA, & used versions

of tools as not designed to be, including EDA-Q. Only used 11 questions & used them

to cover Newson's traits, including comfortable in roleplay & pretend.
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Also used a subscale of the Strengths & Difficulties Questionnaire in way it is not

designed for indicating if a person/ CYP is autistic. There are many reasons why a

person might score highly on peer problems subscale, including due to PDA features.

Reason why I say this, is that purpose of PDA social avoidance features is to change

nature of social situation, or terminate social interaction to remove aversive

demands. Also having rapid mood changes is often going to be off putting for people.

It is circular to view a person as being autistic due to PDA features, just because a

person scores highly on peer problems sub-scale is not a reliable indicator a person is

autistic or not.
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O'Nions did create new ADOS items to assess for PDA, including a new protocol,

which they administered in about 70% of CYP in chapter 8 cohort.

A couple of screenshots to show ADOS items O'Nions created.

The point is that it is difficult to take much from Chapter 8 results due to how

O'Nions created the groups in her sample. With many tools not being used as

intended, or being used in an unvalidated way. Ignoring contradictory information.

Would have simpler & more rigorous to use either EDA-Q to screen for PDA, or to use

PDA diagnoses to inform groups for comparison. However, one cannot do that if

using an axiom PDA is a form of autism & is trying to create an ADOS to identify PDA

as an ASD, as O'Nions was doing.

One can see that O'Nions axiology, impacted their methodology, in the process

undermining the rigour of study in chapter 8. Fact O'Nions did not trust PDA

diagnoses, & had multiple non-autistic CYP with PDA in chapter 8 cohort is not

mentioned in Chapter 7 write up or article.

This takes me back to the point that generally "PDA Profile of ASD" supporters ignore

anything which is inconvenient. How if such information from O'Nions thesis was

widely discussed in PDA literature, it would impact how seriously their research is

taken.

Same point about Newson's axiology & methodology treating PDA as something

different to autism, was widely discussed in PDA literature, it is likely many would

not view PDA as a form of autism.
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Read the full conversation on Twitter
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These examples are making me wonder if there are better ways for me have my PhD

research be engaged with, by the public, & other scholars. Also reflecting upon how

focus on published articles limits academic debate on pertinent points.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/xFiUWN3y9ho

@threadreaderapp Please could you unroll? 

Thank you in advance.

I am going to analyse some of the issues with Chapter 8. In order to do this, I am

going to compare sample recruitment method for O'Nions two other chapters using a

PDA dx. Chapters 7 & 8.
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Images from pages 110, 121, & 142. All used a mix of recruitment from various schools

(often autism specialist), snowball sampling (including from PDA forums etc) & NAS

PDA conferences.

I have also included recruitment strategy from chapter 7, EDA-Q validation study, as

it used PDA dx.

One reason for this, is that if you do not trust PDA diagnoses in one study , then you

do not trust them ALL your PhD studies. Obviously has not happened.
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In relation to Chapter 6 having 25 PDA diagnoses & used similar recruitment

strategies to Chapter 7 & 8, it is reasonable that some of these 25 CYP with PDA are

not autistic. Yet O'Nions happily accepted PDA dx.

There are methodological differences. Chapter 6 screened for autistic traits using

CAST, Chapter 7 did NOT screen for autism... no recording of autism diagnoses with

CYP with PDA groups, & sometimes only indicators of autism were used.

CAST was used to screen for autistic traits in Chapter 6. PDA group only had 72%

meeting threshold vs 79% in autism group. Which corresponds to about 2 CYP with

PDA not meeting threshold on CAST vs autistic CYP. O'Nions also notes those with

PDA can interact atypically with CAST.

What this means there are likely false positives in PDA group meeting threshold on

CAST, i.e., the 72% CYP with PDA in chapter 6 meeting threshold on PDA is likely

higher than actual numbers of CYP with PDA in Chapter cohort meeting threshold on

CAST.

It is also worth stating that autistic traits are not the same thing as autism. That

persons with anxiety, or depression can score highly on autistic traits tests, like the

CAST. So O'Nions CYP with PDA scoring highly on CAST is NOT a good indicator

these CYP are autistic or not.
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From this article. 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/13623613211058515

Considering the variation of PDA diagnoses which are present in Chapters 6, 7, 8,

with non-autistic persons with PDA being present in ALL three studies & the

qualitative study in Chapter 5. 

Image from p226.

Shows it is arbitrary of O'Nions to choose to ignore PDA diagnoses in chapter 8 & was

purely done due to their axiom PDA is a form of autism.

It also shows their created algorithm for PDA is not UNREPRESENTATIVE of PDA

as a construct in chapters 5, 6 & 7, i.e., not the same throughout O'Nions thesis.

Despite O'Nions viewing PDA as a form of autism.
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This matters not only due to the quality of O'Nions thesis & limiting what conclusions

can be drawn. It also undermines much of our knowledge base on PDA, due to their

thesis studies being fundamental to much subsequent PDA research. E.g., EDQ-Q is

used at least 20 studies.

The poor quality of O'Nions PhD studies affects much of our understanding of PDA,

partly due to their erroneous axiom PDA is a form of autism. Which is obviously

ignored by many "PDA Profile of ASD" supporters.

Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

Why would they consider alternative explanations? They 
have decided they know what PDA is, & they know better 
than other topic experts.
7:59 PM · Mar 3, 2022
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“It should be noted that, so far, we have approached this profile from the starting

point of our expertise in ASD.” O’Nions et al 2016b, p2. 

Image is from p2.

Link to the quote.  

https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/1493137/7/O'Nions_Debate_article_accepted

_typeset.pdf

The bias present in those researching PDA as a "Profile of ASD" would explain why

they have not considered such matters. Why O'Nions & others have ignored such

things. 

There are only really one group of people responsible making bold/ misleading claims

PDA is a "Profile of ASD".
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• • •

In the process producing poor quality research, which has been recognised by

independent parties @NICEComms @BPSOfficial @rcpsych & @ArvidNK, who all

equally respected divergent views on PDA. Unlike group producing poor quality

research & making bold/ misleading claims on PDA.

Yes, it can be important to consider "grey" literature when having academics debates,

as I have shown using two examples from PDA literature. It is making me wonder

how I should publish my PhD studies and research, to avoid such problems.

On that note.@threadreaderapp please can you unroll again? 

Thank you in advance?
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